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ABSTRACT. Let G be a connected algebraic group defined over a field k. Denote by
G(k) the group of ^-rational points of G. Suppose that A and B are closed subgroups of G
defined over k. Then [^,5](A:) is not equal to \A(k), B(k)\ in general. Here [A,B] denotes
the group generated by commutators aba~lb~l, a E A, b G B.
We say that a field of k of characteristic p is /»-closed if given any additive polynomial
f(x) in k[x] and any element c in k, there exists an element a in A:such that/(a) = c.
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected solvable algebraic group defined over the p-closed field k.
Let A and B be closed connected subgroups of G, which are also defined over k, and suppose A
normalizes B. Then[A, B](k) = [A(K),B(K)].
2.IfG,A and B are as above and k is only assumed to be perfect then there exists a finite
extension ka of k such that if K is the maximal p-extension of ko, then [A,B](K)

= [A(K),B(K)].

Introduction. Let U be an algebraically closed field and k a subfield of U. It is
well known that the commutator subgroup of the algebraic group G = GL^U)
is the special linear group SL„(i/). If k is infinite, then the commutator subgroup

of G(k) = GL^ffc),the group of A;-rationalpoints of G, is SLh(k).This fact stated
in another way says that [G,G](k) = [G(k), G(k)].
On the other hand if we take for G the group SO(n, U) this is of course no

longer true. If k is any subfield of U then [G,G](A:)= G(k) and G(k)/[G(k),
G(k)] is isomorphic to k*/(k*)2 where k* is the group of units in k.
This paper investigates the following more general question. Suppose A and 77
are closed algebraic subgroups defined over k of GLJU). If A normalizes 77,is

[A,B](k) = [A(k),B(k)]1 We will prove that the equality holds whenever A and
77are connected and solvable provided certain restrictions are placed on the field

of definition k.
We begin in §1 with the study of unipotent algebraic groups. It is shown there
that the above equality holds for connected unipotent groups provided k has the
following property:
Given any additive polynomial in k[x], sayf(x), and any element c in k, there
exists an element y of k such that f(y) = c. A field with this property will be

called /^-closed.
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In §11 the results of §1 are extended to connected solvable algebraic groups.
§111is devoted to the study of /¿-closed fields. The existence of nonalgebraically

closed/¿-closedfields is established.
§IV could technically have been included in §§I and II but this would sacrifice
comprehension for brevity. It essentially establishes the results of §§I and II for
certain types of extensions of the field of definition when this field is not/¿-closed.
Finally, we extend in §V the main results of §11 to nonconnected solvable groups
but under rather strong hypotheses (Theorem 5.3).
Notation. The language and conventions of algebraic geometry used throughout our investigations are essentially those of [B, Chapter A. G ]. We denote by
Z, Q, R and C the rational integers, rational, real, and complex number fields
respectively. A" denotes affine «-space. If k is any field, char(A) denotes the
characteristic of k. If G is a group, g, h elements of G then by the commutator [g,
h] is meant gng"1«-1. The brackets < • • • ) denote the abstract group generated

by ....
Let G be a connected solvable algebraic group defined over k. Recall that G is
split over k or &-split if there exists a composition series G = G0 3 Gx D G2
D • • • 3 Gn = e consisting of connected closed normal subgroups of G defined
over k such that the successive quotients are ^-isomorphic to either Ga-the
additive group-or to Gm-the multiplicative group. A unipotent algebraic group
defined over a perfect field is always split over that field of definition and the
quotients are each isomorphic to G„.
Finally we state some elementary and well-known facts concerning commutators for the sake of easy reference. Their proofs may be found in [G, Chapter I].
Theorem 0. Let G be a group, x, y, z elements of G and 77, A, and L subgroups

ofG.[Y=y[]y-l.Then:
(l)[xy,z] = [y.zHx.z].
(2) [x,yz] = [x.yHx.z]'.
(3) [77,A] is normal in <77,A>.
(4)[77,A] = [A,77].
(5) 77 normalizesK if and only if [77,A] C K.
(6) K normal in Gr and G/K abelian if and only if [G,G] C K.
(7) If K Ç 77 are each normal in G then H/K C Z(G/K) if and only if
[77,G] C K.

(8) If 77,A, and L are normalin G, then [HK,L] = [77,L][A,L].
(9) If K is normal in G then <77,A> = 77A.
I. Unipotent groups. We begin with an example to motivate our study. Let p be
the characteristic of U and k any subfield. Let f(x) in k[X] be any additive

polynomial; i.e.

f(t + s)=f(t)+f(s)

all t, s in U.
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Let « be a fixed positive integer. Then the following law of composition defines
a unipotent algebraic group structure on affine 2-space.

(ax,a2) ■(bx,b2) = (ax + bx,a2 + b2 +f(afbx)).
The algebraic group G just defined is a connected unipotent algebraic group
which is defined and even split over k.
Now let g = (ax,a2) and h = (bx,b2) be two elements of G. Their commutator
[g,h] = ghg~xhrx can be readily computed.

[g,h] = (ax,a2)■(bx,b2)■(-ax,f(aD

~ a2) ■(-bx,f(bO

~ h)

= (0,f(afbx - bfax)).
Thus G is in general not commutative. Moreover, a product of commutators

c¡ = [gi,h¡], i = !,...,/-,

has the form

nc; = (o, 2/(«a - ¿rö-))

1=1

\

i=i

/

= (o,/(2(«A-¿f«.)))
using the additivity off.
It is readily seen that the commutator subgroup [G, G] can be identified with
the additive group Ga. Hence [G,G](k) = Ga(k) = k. Now suppose [G, G](k)

= [G(k), G(k)]. Then given any c in k there existsy = 2¡=i {afb¡ - bf"a¡) with
a„ b¡ in k,i = l,...,s, such that (0,c) = iOJiy)), i.e.,/(.y) = c.
Definition. Let k be a field and p its characteristic. We shall say k is p-closed if
given any additive polynomial^)
in k[X] and any element c in k, there exists an
element v in k such that/(.y) = c.
It is well known that the only additive polynomials in k[X] are those of the

form

It follows that every field of characteristic zero is /j-closed (0-closed). If p > 0,
then since Xp is an additive polynomial, it follows that a /»-closed field is perfect.
If Fq is the finite field with q = pm elements then (p(x) = xp —x gives an Fplinear endomorphism of the finite dimensional Zj*-vectorspace. Its kernel is Fp;
hence ç>is not surjective.
Corollary. A p-closed field is infinite and perfect.

We will take a closer look at/>closed fields in §111.
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We now turn again to algebraic groups with the following:

Lemma 1. Let k be a p-closed field. Let tp be a k-morphism from A2 into a
connected commutative unipotent k-group W such that
(i) The image of <pgenerates W as an algebraic group,
(ii) <pis additive in each of its variables, i.e. <p(xx+ x2,y) = (p(xx,y) + <p(x2,y)
and<p(x,yx + y2) = <p(x,yx)+ <p(x,y2)for all x, y, xx, x2, yx, y2 in A', and
(iii) m(x,y) = -q>(y,x).

Then W has the structure of a vector group over k and W(k) is generated by the

image under <pofA2(k) = kx k.
Proof. Recall that an algebraic group W is called a vector group (over k) if it
is isomorphic (over k) to the direct product, G„ = Ga X • • • X Ga, of «-copies of
the additive group. If char(Ac) = 0, then it follows from [MR-IV, Propositions 1
and 2] that W is isomorphic to a vector group over k. Since k is perfect and W
is defined over k, it suffices by [ibid., Proposition 2] to show every element of W

has order p = char (A;).
But by (ii) for fixed y G A1we have the map <py:A1-* W given by x ~* <p(x,y).
Now since A1 carries the structure of an algebraic group, Ga, it follows that ip
is a morphism of algebraic groups. Every element of Ga has order p, so everyelement of the imageof ¡p has order/;. Letting y vary, every element of the image of. <p
has order/?. Since the image of <jpgenerates Wby (i), and W is commutative, this
implies that W has the structure of a vector group over k.
As we have seen Wis generated by {(py(Al):y E A1}.Further, by (ii), <p,(A') is
a subgroup of W. Since k is infinite, A:X A:is Zariski dense in A2,hence A1X A;is
dense in A2. Thus W is generated as an algebraic group by {¡py(Al):y G k);
because the group closure of [<py(Al):y G k) contains the group closure of

Let TTy= «^(A1), y E A1. Since {Hy:y E k} generates W, by a dimension
argument we can findyI( ... ,yn in k such that the closed subgroups Hy.,i = 1,
...,«, generate W. Since W is commutative, we may write W = Hy¡ • • ■Hyn.
Further, since <pis given by a polynomial map, being a morphism of affine
varieties <pyis a ^-morphism for y E k. Identifying A1 with Ga we have
<py: Ga -» Hy, y E k, a A>morphism of affine algebraic groups. We will show

rV(k) = (cp(k X k)} by induction on «.
If n = 1, then yx E k, <pn: Ga -* 77^ surjective. We assume 77^ ¥= e. Then
dim 77^ = 1 and 77^ is connected (being the image under a continuous map of a
connected group). Thus, since k is perfect [B, Proposition 10.9], Hy is kisomorphic to Ga. After making this identification we get <pyia Ar-endomorphism
of Ga, hence given by an additive polynomial in k[T]. Then ^(A:) = k since k is

/7-closed.Thus W(k) = 77,(A:)= f{k,yx) C (<p(kX k)).
If « > 1, say W = Hn---Hn, then by the above we know Hy.(k) C (cp(k
X k)} for all /'. Consider then the A:-morphismit: W -* W/Hn.This is defined and
is a A:-morphismsince 77^and W are A>groups[MR-I, Theorem 4]. We then have
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ç: A2 -» W/Hy¡given by ïp = w ° <p.ç is clearly defined over A:and satisfies the

hypotheses (i), (ii) and (iii) of the lemma.
Now W/Hyt is generated by iriHyi), ..., it(Hyn) and hence by induction
W/Hy¡(k) = (y(k X k)). From the exact sequence

0 -> Hy¡-+ W -«* IT//^ -» 0
if a E W(k), it(a) E W/Hy¡(k).Hence there exists ß E <sp(kX k)) such that
it(ß) = 77(a). Then a = ß • ß~xa, ß~xa E Ker it = Hy¡ and /3_1a is rational

over k; hence /?-'<* E Hy¡(k) C <ç>(A:
X £)>. Thus a E <<p(jfc
X k)}. Thif shows
If (A:) C (<p(kX k)}. The other inclusion is clear since <pis a fc-morphism and
this completes the proof of the lemma.
Proposition 1.2. Let G be a connected unipotent group defined over the p-closed

fieldk. Then[G,G](k) = [G(k),G(k)\
Proof. Let G = G0 3 Gx D • • • D G„ = e be a composition series for G
consisting of /c-closed normal subgroups, connected, with GjGi+x A>isomorphic
to Ga and [G, G,] C Gi+1.Such a composition series exists by [B, 10.6 and 10.8].
We prove the theorem by induction on the dimension of G. If dim G = 1, G
is /c-isomorphic to Ga,hence commutative and there is nothing to prove.
Since G is nilpotent, by [MR-V] G„_, is central in G. Let j be the smallest
integer such that G, is central in G. If j = 0, G is commutative and our
proposition is trivial. Thus we may assume j # 0.
Let z'obe the largest integer such that 0 < /„ <j and [G,-,G,-_i] 7e e. Then
[G,0,G,_,] C Gj which is central in G and [Gio+x,G,-.,] = e.
Consider the morphism

«p:G,0X G,_, -» IT = [GvG,.,]

C Gj

given by <p(g,h) = [g, A]. <pis clearly defined over k since G is defined over k.
If g and g' are in G,0with g = g't, t E G¡0+1,then for all h E Gj-\ we have

[*,*]- [g'Uh]- M]«V,A]- [g'.A]
since [G/o+i,G,._]]= e. Similarly, if h, h' E Gj.t, h = h's, s E G,, then for all
g E G,0,[g,/¡] = [g.A'i] = [g,h'], by the definitions of Gío,G,. The image of <p
then is independent of the class of g mod G,0+1and the class of h mod G,.
<pinduces a ^-morphism, which we will again call cp,

¥■ GjGh+x X GjJGj -* W.
By definition the image of tp generates W. W is connected and defined over k by
[B, 2.3] and commutative because W C G, which is central in G. Since Gl(/G,0+1
and Gj_x/Gj are A>isomorphic to Ga, after making the obvious identifications we
have <p:GaXGa^> W defined over k.
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We show tp satisfies the properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 1. Let gx and g2
be elements of G,0 with images xx and x2 in G¡jG¡0+x = Ga. Let « G Gy_i with

image y in Ga; then <p(x,+x2,y) = [gig2,«] = [g2,«Hgi,«] = [g2,«][gi,H
since [g2,h] E W, which is central in G.
\g2>h] [g¡, h] = \gv h] [g2, h] since W is commutative. Thus i^<x1 + x2, «) =
ip(x1,y) + ¥?(x2,y). Since [g, h] =[h,g]~1 it follows that <p(x,y) = -ip(y, x) and
that <pis additive in the second variable.

Applying Lemma 1, W(k) = <<p(Ga(A;)
X Ga(A;))>.Since G,0+1and G, are
connected and defined over k, by [B, p. 157] if (x,y) G Ga(Ar)X Ga(A;)we can find
g E G¡0(k) and « G Gj-X(k) with images x in Ga(A:)and y E Ga(k). Thus
[G¡0(k),Gj_x(k)]= <<p(Ga(/c)
X Ga(A:))>= W(k).
Now consider the exact sequence

0 -+ W -> G -*» G/W -» 0.
Since W is defined over k, a is also defined over k [MR-I, Theorem 4]. If

x G [G,G](k),a(x) G [G/lF(A;),G/ir(A;)] by induction. Since IT is connected, a
is surjective on A:-rational points by [ibid.]. Then a(x) = n?-i [a¡,b¡], a¡,b¡

E G/W(k). Lift a¡, b¡ to g¡, «, G G(k). Then if y = Uli [gi,h¡],y G [G(k),
G(k)], y-'x G W(k) C \G(k),G(k)] since a(y~1x) = e. Thus x = y -y'x
G [G(A:),G(k)] which shows [G,G](A:) C [G(k),G(k)]. The other inclusion is
always valid, thus [G, G](A¿)= [G(A;),G(A:)]and this completes the proof.
Corollary 1.2.1. Let G be a connected unipotent group. Let V be the connected
center of G. If the codimension of V in G is one, then [G, G] has the structure of a

vector group. If G is defined over the perfect field k, then [G, G] may be given the
structure of a vector group defined over k.

Proof. If codim V = 1 in G, then consider the morphism <pdefined in the
proposition: <p:G/V X G/V -» [G, G], As shown in the course of the proof of
Lemma 1, [G, G] is a vector group defined over A:if A;is perfect.
Corollary 1.2.2. Let G be a connected two dimensional unipotent group defined
over afield of characteristic zero. Then G is commutative.

Proof. Let V be the connected center of G. dim V > 1 by [MR-IV, p. 143].If
<p:G/VX G/V -» [G,G] is constructed as above, for fixed y E G/V we have
q>y:G/V -* [G, G]. Since G is connected and nilpotent [G, G] is connected; and
if [G,G] ¥= e, [G,G] is a proper subgroup of G hence has dim = 1, thus

V=[G,G].
Since V = Ga and G/V = Ga [B, 10.9], <py:Ga^> Ga is an endomorphism,
hence given by an additive polynomial say tpy = aT in U[T]. But then <pyis an
isomorphism.
Thus tpy: Ga-> Gais bijective for ally. But if y = 0, tp0: Ga -* Gais the 0-map,
a contradiction. Hence [G, G] = e.
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Let G, A and B be connected algebraic groups defined over the />closed field
k. Suppose that A and B are unipotent subgroups of G and that A normalizes B.

We consider the statement ' [A,B](k) = [A(k),B(k)] '. Since [A,B] C <A,B}, we
may as well assume that G = AB. We begin with some preliminary results on
unipotent groups defined over />closed fields. Recall that a homomorphism of
algebraic groups is called an isogeny if it is surjective with finite kernel.
Proposition 13. Let A and B be connected unipotent algebraic groups defined over
the p-closed field k. Let f: A -* B be a k-isogeny. Then f is surjective on k-rational

points; i.e.,f(A(k)) = B(k).
Proof. We argue by induction on the dimension of A. Since/is

dim A = dim B.
Suppose dim A = dim 5=1.

an isogeny,

Then A and B can be identified (via a k-

isomorphism) with Ga and / is given by an additive polynomial in k[X], Thus if
y E B(k) = Ga(k) = k, we may choose x E k = Ga(k) = A(k) such that/(x)
= y since k is/>closed. It follows that/is surjective on A:-rational points.
Now if dim A > 1, let Ax C A be a connected closed normal subgroup of A
defined over k with A/Ax /c-isomorphic to Ga. Such a subgroup exists by [B, 10.6].
Then Bx — f(Ax) is closed connected defined over k and normal in B. Moreover
B/Bx is connected and of dimension one, hence A>isomorphic to Ga.
Consider the commutative diagram of ^-groups and />morphisms

Ax —t->

>l
A
"I

—-►

-

Bl

'1
B
"'I

G^A/A,^---B/Bl=Ga
where the horizontal maps are induced by/ / denotes inclusion and it, it' are the
quotient morphisms.
Let b be an element of B(k). Then tt'(b) E B/Bx(k). Hence from the dimension
one case, there exists 5 in A/Ax(k) with f(a) = it'(b). By [B, p. 157], we may

choose a E A(k) with u(a) — 5. Then it(f(a)) = tt(b). Then b~x-f(a) lies in the
kernel of it', i.e., in Bx(k).
By induction there exists ax in A(k) with f(ax) = b~xf(a). Then b = f(axx)f(a)
= f(axxa) lies in f(A(k)). This completes the proof.
Corollary 1.3.1. Let A and B be connected unipotent algebraic groups defined over
the p-closed field k. Let f: A -* B be a surjective k-homomorphism. Then f is
surjective on k-rational points.

Proof. Let N be the kernel of / and N° its connected component. Since / is a
fc-morphism, A*and N° are A;-closed,hence, defined over k, since k is perfect.
Consider the sequence of ^-groups and /c-morphisms
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0 -* N° -> A -&*A/N° A. A/N = Zi-> 0.
The composite f2 ° fi is clearly equal to/ But/ is surjective on fc-rational points

by [B, p. 157]. The kernel of f2, N/N°, is finite; hence f2 is a A:-isogenyand
surjective on /c-rational points by Proposition 1.3. It follows that/is surjective on
A>rational points.
Proposition 1.4. Let G, A and B be connected unipotent algebraic groups defined
over the p-closed field k. Assume that A and B are closed, B is normal in G, and

G = AB. ThenG(k) = A(k)B(k).
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of fc-groups and A>morphisms,

0->

0->■

A n B-►

1.1

A —!L-►A/A n B-►

B -'—*■ G-!L-»

I'

GIB -►

0

0

where / denotes inclusion and it is the quotient morphism (restricted to A where
necessary). By [MR-I, Theorem 8], / is an isomorphism (clearly defined over k).

Let x be any element of G(k). Then y = tt(x) is in G/B(k) = A/A n B(k). By
Corollary 1.3.1, there exists a in A(k) with tt(a) = y. Then 7r(a_1x) = e. So

a~xx E B(k). But x = a • a'xx; hence x E A(k)B(k). This shows that G(k)
C A(k)B(k). Since the other inclusion always holds the equality follows.
Corollary 1.4.1. Let Hx, ...,

Hn be k-closed connected normal subgroups of the

unipotent algebraic group G. Suppose G=Hl •••Hn. Then G(k) = Hl(k)---Hn(k).
Proof. This follows from the proposition by induction.
We need one more preliminary result before we can prove the main result of
this section.
Lemma 1.5. Let A and B be k-closed connected subgroups of the connected
unipotent group G. Assume B is normal in G = AB and k is p-closed. Let H be a

k-closed connected subgroup of G such that H(k) C [A(k),B(k)]. Let N be the
smallest normal subgroup of G containing H and assume H is normal in N. Then

N(k) C [A(k),B(k)].
Proof. From [B, p. 108]we know N = H-[G,H] and hence by [B, 2.3] that TV
is /¿-closed and connected. Further, since [A, B] is normal in G, A*C [A, B]. Now
A*is generated, as an algebraic group, by the subgroups Hx = xHx~x, x E G.
In fact, we claim N is generated by [Hx: x E G(k)}.
To see this consider the morphism <p:H X G -» A*given by <p(h,x) = xhx~x.
If M is the image of <p,then the group closure of M is N. Let M' be the image of
HxG(k) under <p.Then <p-'(M') d H X G(k) = HxG since G(k) is Zariski
dense in G. Thus cp(<p~x(M'))= M and M C M'. It follows that the group closure
of Af is A*.This establishes our claim.
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For dimension reasons there exist xx, .. .,xn in G(k) with N = <77*': 1 < /'

< «). But since 77 is normal in N, N = 77X|• • • 77'". Since 77 is Ac-closedand the
x, are rational over k, Hx' is clearly A>closed, / = 1, ..., n. Thus by Corollary
1.4.1, N(k) = Hx'(k)- • • Hx"(k). Our proof will be complete if we can show
77*'(A:)C [A(k),B(k)].
But x¡ E G(k); hence x, = a¡b¡, a¡ G A(k), b¡ E B(k), i — 1, ..., n, by
Proposition 1.4. It suffices to show 77Z(A:)C [A(k),B(k)] for z G A(k) or
z G 77(¿).
If z G A(k) we have for any a E A(k), b E B(k), [a,b]z = [za,b][z,b]~x
E [^(Ar),77(A:)].
Similarly, if z G 77(A:),[a,b]2 = [a,z]~l[a,zb] E [A(k),B(k)].

Thus, iorall xEG(k),Hx(k)C[A(k),B(k)] andhence N(k) = Hxi(k) •••77*"(A;)
C[^1(A:),77(A:)].
Now the main result of this section:
Theorem 1.6. Let A and 77 be connected closed subgroups of the unipotent
algebraic k-group G. Suppose that A and 77are defined over the p-closed field k and

that A normalizes 77.Then [A,B](k) = [^(A:),77(A;)].
Proof. Since [A,B] CAB, we may assume G = AB and is defined over A;.Let
us first assume [A, 77]is commutative.
Choose a composition series A = A0 3 Ax 3 • • • 3 Am — e in A consisting
of /c-closed connected normal subgroups of A with Aj/Aj+XAc-isomorphic to Ga,
/ = 0, ..., m — 1. Choose a composition series for 77 = 770D Bx D • • • 3 Bn
= e with 77,A:-closed,connected and normal in G, [G, 77,] C 77,+1,and 77,/77,+1
kisomorphic to G, / = 0, ..., « - 1. We assume [4,77] # {e},else there is nothing
to prove. We argue by induction on the dimension of [A, 77].
Let z'obe the unique integer such that [/l,77/o] ¥= e, but [4,77,o+1] = e. Similarly
let/) be the unique integer such that [y4yo,77,J^ e, but [^0+i,77,0] = e. Then, just
as in the proof of Proposition 1.2, we have the morphism
<p:/L0X77i0-*[.4,77]

given by (a,b) -* [a,b] = aba~:b~l. tp induces a morphism, again called tp,
r.AjjAJo+xXB¡0XB¡0+x-»[A,B].
Now <pis clearly defined over k. It is also clear that tp(x,y) = -<p(y,x) (recall

[A, 77]is assumed commutative hence the additive notation). We show that <pis
additive in each variable.
If x,, x2 G AJo,z E 77,othen
[x,x2,z] = [xz.zPIxlz]

= [x,,z][x2,z]*'

since [A, 77]is commutative. Now [x2,z] E [G,77,J C 77,o+1
and, by the definition
of 77,o+1,[y4,77,o+1]
= e. Thus [x2,z]*' = [x2,z]. <pis then additive in the first
variable. Since <p(x,y) = —<p(y,x) it follows that <p is additive in the second

variable.
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Now identifying AjjAJo+x and B¡jB¡0+x (via fc-morphisms) with Ga we have
<p:G„ X Ga —>[AJo,B¡0] = W,<psatisfying the conditions of Lemma 1.1. It follows

that

W(k) = [AJa,Bio](k)= [Ah(k),Bk(k)] C [A(k),B(k)\

Now

IK C Z?,0+.

which is normal in G. IF C AJoBi(¡= G' and is clearly normal in G'. Thus W is
normal in Z?(. Let N be the smallest normal subgroup of G containing W. Since
A* C Z?,0and W is normal in B¡0,hence in A*,we may apply Lemma 1.5. Thus

N(k) C [A(k),B(k)].
Since A*is connected, A:-closedand normal in G, by [MR-IV, p. 143] N contains
a connected A:-closedcentral subgroup F of G with V # e, since N ¥= e.
Consider the exact sequences of ^-groups and A>morphisms

-+ V-

[A,B]

[A,B IV-

->o

G/V-

■*0

id

0-

-+V-

If x E [A,B](k) then it(x) E [A,B]/V(k) = [tt(A),tt(B)](k) = [(ttA)(k),(ttB)
(k)] by induction on dim[^,ß]. Since Kis connected and /c-closed by [B, p. 157]
it: B -* B/Vis surjective on /c-rational points thus; (itB)(k) = it(B)(k). We also

have M)(*) = it(A(k)), by Corollary 1.3.1.
Thus it(x) E [it(A(k)),it(B(k))].Then there exist a¡ E A(k), b¡ E B(k), i «- 1,
...,«,
with y = [ax,bx]---[a„,bn] E [A(k),B(k)] and wi^) = w(x:). Now
w(v-1.x) = e, so v_,x E Ker it, i.e., y~xx E V(k) C [A(k),B(k)\ Thus x
= yy~xx E [A(k),B(k)\, hence [A, B](k) C [^(A;),Zi(A:)].The reverse inclusion is

clear; thus [A,B](k) = [A(k),B(k)].
To complete the proof of the theorem we must establish the result for [A, B]
not commutative. For this we need the following
Lemma. Let k be p-closed. Let H be a k-closed connected normal unipotent
subgroup of the algebraic group G defined over k. Let \p: G -* G' = G/[H, H] be
the canonical projection and L a subset of G(k). If \p(L) generates G'(k), then L

generates G(k).

Granting the lemma we let H = [A,B] and ^: G -*■G' = G/[H,H]. Then in
G', [xb(A),^(B)]is commutative; hence [^(A)^(B)](k) = [>p(A)(k),^(B)(k)]. Let

L = [A(k),B(k)],tKZ,)= UiA)(k),xp(B)(k)]
by [B, p. 157]and Corollary1.3.1.
Restricting ^ to ZZ we apply the above lemma with H = G. Then t|<:H

-+ H/[H,H], ^(L) generates H/[H,H](k); hence L generates H(k) = [A,B](k).
It remains to prove
Lemma 1.7. Let k be p-closed, H a k-closed connected unipotent subgroup of the
algebraic group G defined over k. Suppose H is normal in G and let i//: G -> G'
= G/[H, H] be the canonical projection. Then if$(L) generates G'(k), L generates

G(k).
Proof. (Note: The lemma was proven for char k = 0 by Borel and Tits in [B-
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T, 13.3]. Their proof, given here, holds word for word for /¿-closed fields once
Proposition 1.2 has been established.)

We argue by induction on dim G. If dim G = 1 this is clear. If 77 is
commutative there is nothing to prove. Hence assume [77,77] ¥= e. Let V C 77 be
the last nontrivial term in the descending central series for 77. V is connected,
defined over k, and normal in G.
Let L* denote the subgroup of G generated by L. We know G/V(k)

= G(k)/V(k) [B, p. 157].We have for <p:G -* G/V, by our inductive assump-

tion, (p(L)= G/V(k) = G(k)/V(k) so G(A:)= L*- V(k). Thus H(k) = (L*
n 77(A;))• V(k). But if x = av, y = bw with a, b E L* n 77(A:),v, w E V(k),
we have, since v and w are central in 77, [x,y] = [a,b] which implies that

[77,77](A;)= [77(A:),
77(A:)](by Proposition 1.2) is contained in L*. But V(k)
C [H,H](k), so V(k) C L* and thus 77(A:)C L*, i.e., G(k) = L*.
Corollary 1.8. Let H be a k-closed connected subgroup of the connected unipotent
group G. Assume k is p-closed and G is defined over k. Then [G,77](A;)

= [G(k),H(k)].
Proof. Take A = 77, B = G in the proposition.
Corollary 1.9. Let G be a connected nilpotent group defined over the p-closed field
k. Let A and B be k-closed connected subgroups of G with A normalizing 77. Then

[A,B](k) = [A(k),B(k)].
Proof. Since G, A and 77 are nilpotent, from the structure theorems for such
groups, we know that toroidal elements are central. It follows that [A,B]

= [^u>77„]-But Au and 77„ are defined over k by [B, 10.6]. Hence, by the
proposition, [^,77](A;)= [^„,77j(A;) = [Au(k),Bu(k)]. Consequently, \A,B](k)
C [A(k),B(k)], and the desired equality follows from this inclusion.

II. Solvable groups. In this chapter we shall extend Proposition 1.6 to
connected solvable groups defined over p-closed fields. It is well known that a
connected solvable algebraic group is the semidirect product of a torus and a
unipotent group. The action of tori on unipotent groups plays a crucial role in
our investigation of solvable groups.
2.1. Tori acting on commutative unipotent groups. Let Tbe a torus defined over
the infinite perfect field k. Let IF be a connected commutative unipotent A;-group
on which T acts A;-morphically, i.e., there exists a A>morphism of Ac-varieties
tp: T X W -* W such that w -» <p(t,w) is an automorphism of W for each t in T.
The semidirect product (i.e., Tx W with multiplication given by (t,w) ■(t',w')
= (tt',q)(t',w)w')) is then a connected solvable algebraic group, and it is clearly

defined over k.
Since k is infinite, by [B, Corollary 9.5], there exists t in T(k) such that Zw(t)°,
the connected component of the centralizer of t in W, equals ZW(T)°. (Here T
and W are considered to be subgroups of the semidirect product T • W.)
Let c,: W—> W be the morphism defined by c,(w) = twt~lw~l. This mor-
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phism is defined over k since t is in T(k). Further, if w,, w2 E W, then
c,iw\w2) = c,(w\)wxc¡(w2)wxx = c,(wx)c,(w2) using elementary properties of
commutators and the commutativity of W. Let M = c,(W) be the image of the
homomorphism c,. Then M is defined over k. Moreover, by [B, Proposition 9.3]
W is isomorphic to M X Zw(t) over k and c, : M -* M is an isomorphism. Since
c, is defined over k, given x E M(k), there exists;» E M(k) such that c,(y) = *•

This shows that M(k) C [t, W(k)] C [F(¿), If (k)].
But Z^(i) is connected by [ibid.], and equals Z„,(T)° by the choice of t. Thus,

[T, W] = [T,M- Zw(i)] = [T,M] C M. But then [T, W](k) C M(k) C [r,
Af(¿)] C [T(k), W(k)]. The inclusion [F(¿), W(k)] C [F, IF](¿) always holds.
Hence we have proved the following:
Proposition 2.1. Let Tbe a torus defined over the infinite perfect field k. Let W be
a connected commutative unipotent k-group on which T acts k-morphically. Let

G =T-W

and consider T and W as subgroups of G. Then [T, W](k) = [T(k),

W(k)].
Corollary 2.2. Let T be a torus defined over the p-closed field k. Let W be a
connected unipotent k-group on which T acts k-morphically and let G = T • W.

Then[T, W](k) = [T(k), W(k)].
Proof. Let M = [T, W]. By [T, Proposition 3.3.2, p. 149],M is normal in G and
[F,M] = Af. Af is clearly connected and defined over k.
If M is commutative, then by the proposition, M(k) = [T,M](k) = [T(k),

M(k)]. Hence [T, W](k) = M(k) C [T(k), W(k)] and the desired equality follows from this inclusion.
If M is not commutative we consider the quotient N = M/[M, M], T acts on

N and [T,N](k) = [T(k),N(k)] by the proposition. Let L = [T(k),M(k)].
[M, M] is connected and defined over k. Hence the ¿-morphism it: M -* N is
surjective on ¿-rational points [B, p. 157]. It follows that the map T ■M -> T • N
induced by it is surjective on ¿-rational points, and that it(L) = [T(k), N(k)].

We now apply Lemma 1.7 to the ¿-morphism it: M —>N and L C M(k). We

thus have L = M(k). Then [T, W](k) = M(k) = [T(k),M(k)] C [T(k), W(k)].
Again we have established the vital inclusion. The desired equality follows.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a connected solvable group defined over the p-closed field k
and N a k-closed connected normal unipotent subgroup of G. Let it: G —*G/N be
the canonical quotient morphism. Then if A is any k-closed connected subgroup of G,
it \A is surjective on k-rational points.

Proof. If A is unipotent the lemma follows from Corollary 1.3.1. If A is a ktorus then it \A is an isomorphism because A n N = e. Thus if A is a torus

defined over k, tt(A(k)) = it(A)(k).
Given any ¿-closed subgroup A of G, there exists a maximal torus, S C A,
which is defined over ¿ by [MR-HI, Theorem 5]. A is then the semidirect product
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of S and Au, the unipotent radical of A. Then tr(A) = tt(S ■Au) = tr(S) ■tt(Au),
and it follows that tr(A(k)) = -rr(S(k)) ■Tr(Au(k)) = tr(S)(k) ■tr(Au)(k) = tt(A)
(k). This proves the lemma.
Theorem 2.4. Let G be a connected solvable algebraic group defined over the pclosed field k. Suppose that A and B are k-closed connected subgroups of G with B

normal in G = AB. Then [A,B](k) = [A(k),B(k)].
Proof. Let 77 = [^4,77].Let V C 77 be a A>closedconnected normal subgroup
of G. Then V is unipotent. Let it: G -» G/V be the quotient morphisms and
suppose that [tr(A)MB)](k) = [<Tr(A)(k),<n(B)(k)].
Then, by Lemma 2.3, ir[A(k),
B(k)] = [ir(A)(k),iT(B)(k)] generates tr(H)(k). If we restrict m to 77, then it

follows from Lemma 1.7 that \A,B](k) = [A(k),B(k)\.
We shall use this reduction procedure to pass to quotient groups of G. In
particular we may assume (passing to the quotient of G by *[77,77]) that 77 is
commutative.
Let T be a maximal torus of G which is defined over k. Then T ■77 is Ac-closed
solvable and connected. Moreover 77 = [T,77] X ZH(T) by [B, 9.3]. It follows
that [T, 77] is normal in G and obviously contained in 77. Hence we may further
assume (again, passing to the quotient of G by [T, 77] if necessary) that
[T,H] = e.
Now suppose that Q C 77is a maximal torus in 77which is defined over k. By
[B-T, 11.5] some conjugate of Q by an element, say x, of G(k) lies in T. Thus
Qx c BK = 77, and we may assume without loss that Q C T. Let S C A be a
maximal torus of A which is defined over k. Some conjugate of 5 by an element,
say y, of G(k) also lies in T. Since [A, 77] is normal in G, [,4,77]= [A,B]y
= [Ay,By] = [/F.77]. Hence we may also assume without loss of generality that
S C T.
Now let a G A and b E 77.Then by [B, Theorem 10.6] we may write a = su
and b = qv with s G S, q E Q, u G Au and v G Bu. We then have, using
elementary group theory
[a,b] = [su,qv] = [u,qv]'[s,qv] = [u,qv][s,qv]

(since S C T and [7",77] = e). Expanding further and using the facts that

[T, 77] = e and [S, Q] = e we get
[a, b] = [u,q][u,v][s,v].
This last equality shows that 77 is generated by the subgroups 77, = [ß,4„],

772= [AU,BU]and 77, = [5.77J. It follows from Corollary 1.4.1 that 77(Ac)
= Hx(k)H2(k)H(k).
Now 772(A;)= [Au(k),Bu(k)\ C [^(A:),77(A;)]
by Proposition 1.6 and 773(A;)
= [5(A:),77U(A:)]
by Corollary 2.2.
Since Q(k) is dense in Q, it follows that [£?,/!„] is generated by the subsets
[t,Au] = {tut~lu~x | u E Au) as t runs through the elements of ß(Ac). For
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dimension reasons there exists a finite number of elements r, E Q(k), i = 1, ...,
n, such that the subsets [r,,/4j

generate [ß>^a]-

Let A*= H/H2H3 and it: H -» N be the quotient map. Define maps q>¡(a)
= it(\t¡,a]),i = 1, ..., n. Then since the sets [f,,/lj generate [ß,/lu] the images
of the <pi generate N. Furthermore q>¡(aa') = it([t¡,aa']) = iti\t¡,a][t¡,a]a)
= it{\t¡,a]) • iti\t¡,a']) = <p,(a)<p,(fl')since H2 = [AU,BU].Let A*,be the image of

q>iso that A*= A, • • • A*,.Each N¡(k) = <p¡(Au(k))by Lemma 2.3 and N(k)
= A,(¿) • • • Nr(k). Thus the map [Q(k),Au(k)] -*' N(k) is surjective.
Now consider the exact sequence
0-*ZZ2ZZ3-»ZZ-^A^0.
If x E H(k) = [A,B](k\ then it(x) E N(k). Hence there exists y E [Q(k),
Au(k)] such that it(y) = tt(x). Then xy~x E H2H3(k) = H2(k)H3(k) C [A(k),
B(k)]. It follows that x = xy~x, y E [A(k),B(k)\ This proves the critical
containment f/l,Z?](¿) C [A(k),B(k)], and hence the theorem.
III. /7-closed fields. In this chapter we establish the existence of nonalgebraically closed p-closed fields. Since every field of characteristic zero is p-closed, we
restrict our attention to fields of positive characteristic.
Recall that a pro-finite group is a topological group which is the projective
(direct) limit of finite groups, each with the discrete topology. Such a group is
compact and totally disconnected. For example, if ks is the separable closure of
a field ¿, then the galois group-G = Gal(ks/k)-of ks over ¿ is a pro-finite group.
G is the direct limit of the groups G, = Gal(¿,/¿) where ¿, is a finite galois
extension of ¿.
Following [S], a super natural number will be a formal product,nallprimes.qq"q,
where nq is either nonnegative or infinite. One speaks of the l.c.m. or g.c.d. of two
or more super natural numbers in the obvious manner.
Recall also that if U C G is an open normal subgroup of the pro-finite G, then
G/U is finite; and conversely, if ZZis a finite factor group of G, then H = G/U
for some U C G open and normal. If ATC G is a closed subgroup of G, we
define the index of N in G to be the super natural number which is the l.c.m. of
the indices (G/U: H/H n U) as U runs through the set of open normal
subgroups of G. The index of A in G will be denoted (G: N). The order of a profinite group is by definition (G: e).
Let p be a prime number. A pro-finite group H is called a pro-p-group if it is
the direct limit of finite p-groups, or, equivalently, if its order is a (possibly
infinite) power of p. A closed subgroup F of G is called a p-Sylow subgroup if it
is a pro-p-group and if (G: P) is prime to p.

Proposition [S, Chapter I, Proposition 3]. Every pro-finite group possesses pSylow subgroups and any two of these are conjugate. Every pro-p-subgroup of a profinite group is contained in p-Sylow subgroup.

Theorem 3.1. Let K be an infiniteperfect field and G = GalÇc/k) the galois
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group of the algebraic closure, k, ofk. Let N be any closed subgroup of G whose order
is prime to the characteristic p of k. Then K = k is p-closed.

Proof. Recall that A is p-closed if and only if given any polynomial <p(X)
E K[X] of the form <p(A) = 2/-o a*XP'and any c E A, there exists y G A such
that <p(y) = c.

Let <p(A) G K[X] and c G Abe as just described. If c = 0, then X = 0 solves
our problem. We may thus assume that c =£ 0. Say y(X) = 2"=o ai^p' with
am ¥= 0 but a¡ = 0 for /' < m. Then <p(A) = 2"=m a¡Xp'. Further, since A is
perfect àlpm G A. Put ^(X) = (^(X)fpm so that </<*) = a'mX + a'm+xX"+•■■
+ a'nX^'1" where a\ = a\li'mfor m> i < n.lt is immediate that \¡/(X) is again an
additive polynomial. If ß E Kand\p(ß) = cVpm,then <p(ß) = c. We may assume
then that y(X) = 2?=o ^/^ wim ao ^ 0 and thus that (¿>(A)is a separable
polynomial.
Now by definition Gal (A/A) = A and the order of N is prime top. If L is any
finite extension of A with L c A, then [L: A] is prime to p; for L is clearly
contained in a finite galois extension E of A and, since [L: A] divides [£: A]
which is prime to p, [L: K] is also prime to p.
Now consider the equation <p(X) — c = 0 where <p(A)is our given separable
additive polynomial in K[X] and c G A, c ^ 0. Since the degree of f(X)
= <p(X) — c is p",f(X) cannot be irreducible in A[A^. For if it were, adjoining a
root y of F(X) to A would give L = A(y), [L: A] = p", contradicting what has
been established above. Thus^A) factors in A[A], say/(x) = /(x) • • -/(x) with
f¡(x) irreducible and separable for /' = 1, ..., r.
Consider now/ (x). If the degree of/ (x) is one we have a root. In any case the
degree of/ must be prime top by the same argument used above. Let m be the
degree of /. Let ax, ..., am be the roots of /. They are all distinct since / is
separable.
Let E = K(ax,... ,am). Now each a,(l < /' < m) is a root of f(x) = <p(x)
- c. Hence <p(a¡) = c for 1 < / < m. Let y = tr/(a,) = ax + • • • + am be the
trace of ax from E to A. Then y G A and tp(y) = (p(ax + •• • + am) = <p(ax)
+ • • • + q>(am)= mc. Here m is the class of m mod p.
Since m is prime to p, there exists s E E, with sm = 1. Then if y = s • y we
have <p(y) = <p(sy)= s<p(y)= swc = c. We have thus constructed a root, y, of
f(x) = tp(x) —c, y G A, and hence A is />closed.
We give another description of those closed subgroups of G whose orders are
prime to p. The discrete abelian groups on which G acts continuously form an
abelian category. One thus has a cohomology theory which associates to such a
G-module A, the cohomology complex of abelian groups, Hn(G,A), n = 0, 1, 2,
..., called the cohomology groups of G with coefficients in A.
Now if p is a prime integer, the p-cohomological dimension of G, denoted
cdp(G), is the least upper bound of all integers m satisfying:
(*) For every discrete torsion G-module A and all n > m, the p-primary
component of H"(G,A) is zero.
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Proposition [S, Chapter I, p. 21]. If cdp(G ) = 0 then the order of G is prime to
p and conversely.

Hence Theorem 3.1 could have been stated in cohomological terms:
Let k be an infinite perfect field of characteristic p and G = Gal(¿/¿). If N is

a closed subgroup of G such that cdp(N) = 0, then the fixed field of N is pclosed.
We do not know at present whether or not the converse holds.
Maximal p-extensions. Let k be a perfect field (of arbitrary characteristic) and
let G = Gal(¿/¿) be its galois group. If p is any prime number we denote by GipX
the largest quotient of G which is a pro-p-group. If G''' = G/N then we call ~kN,
denoted ¿'d, the maximalp-extension ofk. By definition ¿'''l is normal.
We now give some examples to illustrate these concepts.
Example 3.2. Let p be a prime number and Fpthe prime field of characteristic
p. Then, as is well known (see for example [L]), G = Gal (Fp/Fp) = Z

= reprime%-q*
where Zq is the completion of the integers at the prime q. If
A*= n<?#;7Z?, it is not hard to see that G/N s Zp is the largest quotient of G
which is a pro-p-group. A straightforward computation also shows that the order
of N is prime to p. It follows then that K = E}pX
is infinite and perfect and, since
cd^A) = 0, that K is p-closed.
The procedure of taking the maximal p-extension of a field of characteristic p
does not yield, in general, a p-closed field however. Consider the following
example.
Example 33. Let ¿0 be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Let
¿i = k0(t), t transcendental over ¿0, and let k be the perfect closure of ¿,. Finally
let K = kipXbe the maximal p-extension of ¿. We will show that the polynomial
Xp - tX —t has no root in K and thus that K is not p-closed.
First we show that Xp — tX - t is irreducible over ¿. Suppose Xp — tX — t
= g(x)h(x) factors in k[X\. Then the degree of g (and h) must be prime to p. The
trace argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 then shows that there exists a
root of Xp —tX —t in ¿. Since our polynomial is separable this root must lie in
k\ = k0(t) since ¿/¿t is purely inseparable.
Suppose then that y = a(t)/ß(t) is a root of f(X) = Xp - tX - t. We may
assume a(f) and ß(t) are relatively prime in ¿0[f]. Now since y is a root we have

ap/ßp - ta/ß - t = 0,

which yields
ap - taßp~x - tßp = 0,
i.e., ap = taßp~x + tßp. Thus ß divides a contradicting our assumption that
(a,ß) = 1. Thus Xp - tX - t is irreducible over ¿.
Now if f(X) has one root in K it has all of its roots in K since K is normal over
¿. Suppose ax, ..., ap are these roots. Then ßt = ax —a¡,i = 1, ..., p, are all
distinct and roots of Xp — tX; for
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ßt - tßi = (af - af) - t(ax - a¡)
= at - tax - (at - ta,)

= t - t = 0.
Thus X" - tX splits in A, i.e., A'-1 - t splits in A. Now X"'1 - / is clearly
irreducible in k[X] and hence, if E is its splitting field, p - 1 divides [E: k]. But
[A: A;]is a power of p and E C A is a contradiction. Hence Xp - tX - t has no
root in A.
Let A be a p-closed field and assume that cd^A) = cdp(Gal(A/A)) = 0. Let

£ be a finite extension of A. Then if 77 = Gal(Ä7£), since 77 C Gal(Ä/A),
cdp(H) = 0 also. Thus E is p-closed by Theorem 3.1. We have even more.
Theorem 3.4. Let K be a p-closed field. Then the following conditions are
equivalent
(i) Every finite extension of K is p-closed.
(ii) Every finite extension E of K with [E:K] prime to p is p-closed.

(iii) cd,(A) = 0.
Proof. We have just seen that (iii) implies (i) and (ii). Also, that (i) implies (ii)
is clear. We show now that (ii) implies (iii).
Let £ be a finite galois extension of A and suppose that p divides [TJ:A]. Let
G = Gal(£/A) and Gpap-Sylow subgroup.
Then we have

E

K
with [E: Ep] = p" and E/Ep galois with group Gp.By (ii) and the fact that [Ep: A]
is prime top, Ep is p-closed. Since Gpis ap-group it is nilpotent. Hence there exists

77^C Gp,normal, with Gp/Hp= Z/pZ. Then L — Ejf' is a cyclic extension of Ep
of degree p. By Artin-Schreier theory [L, Chapter 8, Theorem 11] such an
extension is the splitting field of an equation of the type Xp —X + a, a E Ep.
But Ep is p-closed; hence Xp - X + a splits in Ep. Thus L = Ep and hence
[E: A] must have order prime to p. This means that if U is any open normal
subgroup of G' = Gal(Â/A), then the order of G'/U is prime to p. For given
such a U, E = Ku is a finite galois extension of K and the order of G'/U
= [E: A]. This implies that the order of G' is prime top, i.e., cd^G') = cd^A)

= 0.
Corollary 3.5. If K is p-closed then K = K\'\
Proof. Let L be a finite galois extension of A with [L: K] = p" and galois group
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G. Then since G is ap-group, hence nilpotent, there is a normal subgroup Gx C G

with G/Gx at Z/pZ.
Let Kx = LG>.Then A^A is galois and cyclic of degree p. By Artin-Schreier
theory again we conclude that A, is the splitting field of a polynomial of the form
Xp —X + a, a E A. But since A is p-closed such a polynomial has a root in A.
This contradiction shows that A has no finite galois extensions of degree p" and

hence A = AK
Minimal p-closed extensions. Let A:be a perfect field. An algebraic extension A
of k will be called a minimal p-closed extension of k if A is p-closed and is
contained in any other p-closed field (inside k) containing Ac.

Proposition 3.6. Let k be a perfect field. Let K be a minimal p-closed extension of

k. ThenA = AM
Proof. Let G = Gal (Ac/A)and N = Ga\(k/k). If q is any prime not equal to
p, then the <c/-Sylowsubgroup Gahas order prime top. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, H0"

is p-closed. It follows that A C 1G\ i.e., Gq C N.
Since any conjugate of Ga is also a ¿/-Sylow subgroup, N contains all g-Sylow
subgroups for all primes different from p. Moreover, if X E G, and Nx = XNX~l,
then Ax = kNX = XA is p-closed; hence Nx c N. Thus N is normal.
From this it follows that G/N is a pro-p-group. But then by the definition of

Ac^lwe must have A C AM Alas, Corollary 3.5 tells us that A D Act''1,
and hence

A = AM
Theorem 3.7. Let k be a perfect field of positive characteristic. Let /, ..., / be
additive polynomials in k\X]. Then there exists a finite extension, k0, of k such that
AcC Ac0C Acand the maximal p-extension A = k\p of k0 satisfies the following
property:

Given cEK and any f., 1 </<«,
there exists a¡ G A such that f.(a.) = c.
Proof. Since Acis perfect, we may assume, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that
/,...,/
are separable. Let Ac0be the splitting field of the set of polynomials
{/i> • • • Jn)- Let A = Acf^.We must show that given c G A and any/, there exists
a root of g,(x) = /(x) —c in K.
Fix i. Suppose first that g,(x) is irreducible. Let y be any root of g,(x). Then
A(y) has degree p" = deg(g,) = deg(/) over A. We claim A(y) is normal;
indeed, if ßx,...,ßp*
are the roots of f¡(X), then, since / is additive and
separable, y + ßx, ..., y + ßp are p" distinct roots of g,(x). Each y + ßß
1 < / < p", lies in A(y); hence A(y) is normal.
Since A = AcJ,'',A has no normal extensions of degree p". Hence A = A(y) and
g,(x) has not only one, but all of its roots in A.
Now suppose g,(x) were reducible. Say g,(x) = hx(x) • • • «,(x) with «7 G K[X],
If y, is a root of hp then the above argument again shows that A(yy) splits g,(x).
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Thus adjoining any root of any of the hfs leads to the same extension of ZC-the

splitting field of g¡(x).
In particular this shows that deg hx = deg h2 = ••• — deg hr Let j be this
common degree. It follows from the fact that g¡(x) = hx(x) • • • hr(x) that p"
= s • r, and therefore s = p' for some t > 0. If t = 0 then s = 1 and all roots
lie in K. If t were not zero, then K(yj) would be an extension of degree p'. But
this contradicts the fact that K = kpfxhas no normal extensions of degree p'.
Thus in any case K splits g¡(x) and this completes the proof.
Remark. If K = k\fx is as in the proof of the theorem and if ¿,/¿0 is finite, then
it is clear that Kx = k\pXsatisfies the same properties relative to/, ...,/
as K

does.
IV. Almost finite extensions. Many rationality questions involving algebraic
groups and morphisms of these groups may not be answerable over arbitrary
fields of definition for these groups and morphisms. Often, however, these same
questions are answerable over finite algebraic extensions of a given field of
definition. For example, a connected solvable algebraic group defined over a field
k splits over a finite extension of k [B, 18.4].
We ask a similar question here concerning the group of rational points of
commutator subgroups in solvable groups. More precisely, let A and B be closed
connected subgroups of the solvable algebraic group G. Suppose G, A and B are
defined over k and that B is normal in G = A B. Is there a finite extension of ¿,

say K, such that [A,B](K) = [A(K),B(K)]1 More generally, what are the
'minimal extensions' of ¿ for which the above equality holds?
In general, finite extensions of k will not suffice as the following example
illustrates.
Example 4.1. Let k = Fp(t)xlp"'
be the perfect closure of the function field Fp(t).
Let G be the unipotent group defined in the example of §1 with/(F) = Tp — T.
Recall that an element of the commutator subgroup of G can be expressed as
a sum of elements of the form (0,xp — x), where x = apb — bpa for some a and
b in A'. A sum of such elements still has the same form, i.e., (0,/'' —/),

t = 2,"=iafb¡ - bfa, with a¡, b¡in A'.
Suppose K is a finite extension of k such that [G,G](K) = [G(K),G(K)\ It
follows, then, that given any c in K, there exists a root of Tp — T — c in K. By
Artin-Schreier theory, all roots of Tp - T - c then lie in K. It follows (from
Artin-Schreier again) that K has no cyclic extension of degree p, i.e., K = K?\

Since KD k, K = KpXD ¿H Thus [JfcW:¿] is finite. But FpC E}pxC ¿M and
[Fj-rt: Fp]is not finite. Since Fpand ¿ are linearly disjoint over Ejd C Fp, [¿^: ¿]
cannot be finite. Hence there exists no finite extension K of k with [G,G](K)

= [G(K),G(K)].
Suppose we are considering some 'rationality question,' say (S, k) concerning
algebraic groups and morphisms of these groups defined over ¿. We shall say that
the question (S, k) admits a finite k-solution if:
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(i) There exists a finite algebraic extension Ac0of Acwhich makes (5,Ac0)a true
statement in the obvious sense.
(ii) If Ac,is any finite extension of Ac0then (5, Ac,)is also a true statement.
For example the problem of splitting a torus T defined over Acis finitely Ac-

solvable [B, 8.11].
We shall say the rationality question (S, Ac)admits an almost finite k-solution if
(i) There exists a finite extension Ac0of k such that (S,k\f^) becomes a true
statement in the obvious sense.
(ii) If kx is a finite extension of Ac0,
then (S, k[d) also becomes a true statement.

A field K, k C K cTc, will be called an almostfinite p-extension if A = Ac^l
with [Ac0:Ac]< oo. If Ais an almost finite p-extension and A = k\f\ we shall call
k0 the finite part of^A (it is unique because Ac^lis determined by a unique closed

subgroup of Gal(Ac/Ac);see §111).
Proposition 4.2. Let k be an infinite perfect field. Let tp be a k-morphism of
varieties, <p:A2 -* W, W a connected commutative unipotent k-group. Suppose that
(i) The image of q>generates W, W ^ e.
(ii) <pis additive in each variable.
(iii) <p(x,y) = -<p(y,x) all(x,y) E A2.
Then W has the structure of a vector group over k. Further the equality <<p(A2(A))>
= W(K) admits an almost finite k-solution.

Proof. The first statement follows from the proof of the analogous Lemma 1 of
§1, since only the perfectness of Acwas used here.
We proceed by induction on the dimension of W. If dim W = 1, then as in
Lemma 1.1, there exists x G A'(Ac) with <px: Ga -» W given by (px(y) = <p(x,y).
<pxis defined over Acand nonzero. <pxis a homomorphism of algebraic groups by
(ii), and since W = Ga over k we have, after making this identification,
<px: Ga -» Ga. Thus <pxis given by an additive polynomial in Ac[7],say cpx = P(T)

E k[T].
Let Ac0be the splitting field of P(T). Let A - k\f\ By Theorem 3.7, given
c E K there exists y G A such that P(y) = c. It follows, as in Lemma 1.1, that
<<p(A2(A))>
= W(K). The remark followingTheorem 3.7 shows that A is indeed
an almost finite Ac-solution.
If dim W > 1, we can find x,, ..., x„ G A1(Ac),just as in Lemma 1.1, such
that if 77,= <px.(Al),i= I,..., n, H, ¥> e then W = 77,.77„.
Then consider
the exact sequence

0 -* 77,-» W -*» W/Hx-» 0.
It is clear that tr ° <p:A2 -» W/Hx satisfies the hypothesis of our lemma; hence by
induction there exists an almost finite Ac-solution A0 = Ac^l of W/HX(K0)
= (ir ° <p(A2(A0))>.Let Ac0be the finite part of A0. By the dimension one case
there exists a finite extension Ac,of A;such that «px,(Ax(k\A)) = 77,(Ac|pI)Now put
Ac2= AcqAc,.
Then [Ac2:Ac]< oo and A = Ac^lis an almost finite Ac-solution.
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Proposition 43. Let A and B be connected unipotent groups defined over the
perfect field k. Let <pbe a k-isogeny from A onto B. Then the statement 'cpis surjective
on K-rational points' admits an almost finite k-solution.

Proof. We induct on the dimension of A. If dim A = dim B = 1 then A and
B are ¿-isomorphic

to Ga [B, Proposition

10.9]. It follows that cp is given by an

additive polynomial and our proposition then follows from the proof of Lemma

4.2 (dim W = 1).
If dim A > 1, let Ax C A be connected normal and defined over k with A/Ax
¿-isomorphic to Ga. Bx = cp(Ax)has the corresponding properties in B [B, 1.4].
Consider the commutative diagram of ¿-groups and ¿-morphisms

A,-^~

B,

A —-—► B

I" - 1"

A/A1-^-^BlBl

where i denotes inclusion, it the canonical projections and ¡"3the induced map on
quotients. By induction there exists an almost finite ¿-solution, k\p\ such that
cp(Ax(k\pX))= Bx(k\p]). By the dimension one case, there exists k2p\ such thatipis
surjective on ¿¡/'-rational points, ¿^1 being an almost finite ¿-solution. Then by
a diagram chase similar to that of Lemma 1.3, k3p\k3 = kxk2, is an almost finite
¿-solution of our problem.
Proposition 4.4. Let A and B be connected subgroups of the unipotent algebraic
group G with B normal in G = A B. Suppose G, A and B are defined over the perfect

field k. Then the equality 'G(K) = A(K)B(K)' admits an almostfinite k-solution.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 1.4, the crucial point is that a certain
isogeny be surjective on ¿-rational points, i.e.,

A/(A n 5)° -+A/AHB

is a ¿-isogeny.

The proposition follows from Proposition 4.3, and the diagram chase of

Proposition 1.4.
Corollary 4.5. Let G be connected unipotent and defined over the perfect field k.
Let Hx, ..., H„ be closed normal k-subgroups of G = Hx, ..., Hn. Then the
equality G(K) = HX(K) • • • Hn(K) admits an almost finite k-solution.

Lemma 4.6. Let G, A and B be as in Proposition 4.4. We assume k is perfect and
infinite. Let H C [A,B] be a closed connected k-subgroup of G and suppose the

inclusion 'ZZ(ZC)C [A(K), B(K)\ admits an almostfinite k-solutionk\fx.Let N be
the smallest normal subgroup of G containing H and assume it is normal in N. Then
the inclusion 'N(K) C [A(K), B(K)]'admits an almost finite k-solution.
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Proof. Since Ac0is a finite extension of Ac,Acnis infinite and perfect. Hence just
as in the proof of Lemma 1.5, we can find x,, ...,

xn in G(Ac0)such that if

77, = x,77x,"', then N = 77, •• • H„. Each 77,is clearly normal in N.
By Corollary 4.5 we can find a finite extension Ac,of Ac0such that Acj''1is an

almost finite Absolution of the equality 'A(A) = 77,(A) • • • 77„(A)'. By Proposition 4.4 we may find an almost finite Ac,-solution, k\f\

of the equality

'G(A) = A(K)B(K)\ It follows that if A = k[d then
(a) G(A) = A(K)B(K),
(b) N(K) = 77,(A)772(A)• • • 77n(A),
(c) 77(A) C[A(K), 77(A)].
We must show N(K) C [A(A),77(A)]. It clearly suffices to show 77,(A)
C [/f(A),77(A)]forall/.
Now 77,= x¡Hxi\ x, G G(Ac)C G(A). Write x, = a¡b¡ with a, G A(K),
b¡ E 77(A). It will suffice to show, then, that (z77z-')(A) C [/1(A),77(A)]for
Z G A(K) or Z G 77(A). But this follows by arguments similar to those of the

proof of Lemma 1.5.
Proposition 4.7. Let k be an infinite perfect field. Let G be a connected unipotent

k-group. Then the equality '[G, G](A) = [G(K),G(K)]'admits an almostfinite ksolution.
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Proposition 1.2. If G is commutative,
there is nothing to prove. Thus we assume [G, G] ¥" e and argue by induction on

the dimension of [G, G].
Choose as in Proposition 1.2 a composition series exhibiting the Ac-splittingof

G,

G = GQ3G

3 • • O G = e, G. a connected normal

Ac-subgroup
of [G, G.] C G.+1, i = 1, • • •, « - 1.
Let G,0and G, be as defined in the proof of Proposition 1.2. The Ac-morphism

«p:G¡JG¡0X GjjGj -^V = [G,0,G,_,]
induced by (g, «) -» [g, «] satisfies the properties of Proposition 4.2. dim V > 1
by construction and hence if dim[G, G] = 1, we have V = [G,G]. It follows

from Proposition 4.2 that
<<p(GijG¡0+x(knG^x/Gj(k^))y = V(k¡*)
and since k\^ is infinite and perfect, G,0+, and G, connected, that [G,0(Ac[''l),
G^x(k\^)] = V(k\d) where k\d is an almost finite Ac-solution.
If dim[G,G] > 1, using the above results, we still obtain V(k\d) = [G^Ac]*'),
Gy_i(Ac['!)]. Then from the exact sequence

0-h>K^G-^G'

= G/V -> 0,

we get, since dim[G',G'] < dim[G, G], the existence of an almost finite Ac,-
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solution, k[p\ such that [G'(¿^,),G'(¿!¡''])] = [G',G'](k2pl). Then also, V(k[pX)
C [G(fc2p!),G(¿2''l)]since ¿2 is a finite extension of kx, which is the finite part of
an almost finite ¿-solution to the inclusion lV(K) C [G(K), G(K)] '. The proof
is now completed by repeating the argument at the end of the proof of
Proposition 1.2.
Lemma 4.8. Let G be a linear algebraic group defined over the infinite perfect field
k. Let H be a closed connected normal unipotent subgroup of G which is defined over
k. Let \}/: G -* G/[H,H] be the canonical projection. Finally, suppose K = ¿ff' is an
almost finite k-solution of the equality [H,H](K) = [H(K),H(K)] and L a subset

ofG(K). Then if^(L) generates G/[H,H](K), then L generates G(K).
Proof. The proof is obtained by repeating the arguments of Lemma 1.7,
replacing the ¿ there by K.
Lemma 4.9. Let G be a connected solvable group defined over the infinite perfect
field k. Let W be the unipotent radical of G and T a maximal torus of G which is
defined over k. Then there exists an almost finite k-solution of the equality

[T, W](K) = [t(k), W(K)].
Proof. Let H = [T,W] and K an almost finite ¿-solution of the equality

[H,H](K) = [ZZ(ZO,ZZ(ä:)].
The lemma now follows by replacing the field k by
K in the argument of Proposition 2.1 and Corollary 2.2.
Theorem 4.10. Let G be a connected solvable algebraic group defined over the
infinite perfect field k. Let A and B be closed connected subgroups of G defined over
k. Suppose B is normal in G = A B. Then there eixists an almost finite k-solution K

to the equality ' [A,B](K) = [A(K),B(K)] '.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, A and B contain maximal tori, S C A
and Q c B, which are defined over ¿. Let V and W be the unipotent radicals of

A and B respectively. Put H = [A,B], Hx = [V,W], H2 = [Q,W] and H3

= [S, W].
We have seen in the course of the proof of Theorem 2.3 that if H is
commutative, H = HXH2H3.
Assuming that H is commutative it suffices to find almost finite ¿-solutions for

the following:
(\) HX(K) = [V(K),W(K)\
(2) H2(K) = [Q(K), W(K)\

(3) ZZ3(ZO
= [S(K), W(K)],
(4) H(K) = HX(K)H2(K)H3(K).
The solutions for (2) and (3) follow from Lemma 4.9 and that of (4) from
Corollary 4.5. We assume, for the moment, that we can find an almost finite ksolution of (1). Let k\p], k[p\ k\p\ and k\p] be almost finite ¿-solutions for (1), (2),
(3) and (4) respectively. If ¿0 is the composite of the ¿, (/' = 1,2,3,4), then

K = ¿{/' solves (1), (2), (3) and (4) simultaneously. Hence H(K) C [A(K),B(K)]
and this inclusion implies the desired equality.
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If 77 is not commutative we may find an almost finite Ac-solutionof the equality
[77,77](A) = [77(A),77(A)] by Proposition 4.7. Let K\fl be such a Ac-solution,
then in G' = G/[77,77] we may use the above arguments to find an almost finite
¿„-solution *|ri such that [A',B'](k\A) = [A'(kW),B'(k[p])].Then the proof is
completed by letting L = [y4(Acj^),B(Acp])]
and applying Lemma 4.8.
It remains to show that (1) has an almost finite Ac-solution.For this we prove
the following proposition from which (1) follows.
Proposition 4.11. Let G be a connected unipotent group defined over the infinite
perfect field Ac.Let A and 77be closed connected k-subgroups of G with G normal in

G = AB. Then the equality [A,B](K) = [/1(A),77(A)]admits an almostfinite ksolution.
Proof. We use the notation of the analogous Theorem 1.6. Assume [A, 77]
commutative. Let Ak, AJo+x,77,0,77,0+,and the Ac-morphism<p:AjAk+x X 77,0/77,0+1
-» [/lyo,77,o]be as in Theorem 1.6. The definitions and properties of these groups
and of <pdid not depend on the fact that in Lemma 1.5 Acwas assumed p-closed.
We argue as in Theorem 1.6 on the dimension of [A, 77].If dim [A, 77] = 1 then,
as was shown in Theorem 1.6, <psatisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.2. Thus it

follows that

[Ak(k¡p]),B¡o(kl^)]- [Ak,B¡0](kípl)= [A,B](k¡»l),
where k\d is an almost finite Ac-solution,by arguments used in Theorem 1.6 and
elsewhere.
If dim[A,B] > 1 we still have [Ak,B¡0](k^) = [Ak(k^),B¡o(kM)]. Let 77
= [Ak,B¡0]. Then 77 is normal in 77,o(since it is normal in (Ak,Big}). Hence 77 is
normal in the smallest normal subgroup of G containing it since 77/ois normal in

G. Then we may apply Lemma 4.6 to obtain N normal in G with 77 C N, 77
normal in N and A(Ac^) C [A(k^),B(k2p])],k2p] an almost finite Ac-solution.
Then, assuming [A, 77],is commutative still we consider the diagram of Ac-groups
and Ac-morphisms

0->N-►

[A,77]-—*

[A,B]/N-►

0

id

0->N-»■

G-—►

G/N -"0

the vertical maps being inclusions and m the canonical projections. In G/N we
have lowered the dimension of [ttA,itB]. Hence we may find an almost finite Acsolution, k\p\ or the equality [(ttA)(K),(itB)(K)] = [itA,ttB](K).
Now7rL4) = A/A !~lN is given by the composition A -> A/(A D N)°^?A/A
D N, a being a Ac-isogenysince A, N and hence ADN and (A n N)° all are
defined over Ac.By Proposition 4.4 choose Ac^lsuch that a is surjective on Acj^'
rational points.
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Now put ¿5 = ¿0¿,¿2¿3¿4 (the composite of these fields) and let K = k\f>.
This is an almost finite ¿-solution of the following statements.

(a)N(K)c[A(K),B(K)],
(b) ir(A(K)) = (itA)(itK),
(c) [(itA)(K),(itB)(K)] = [itA,itB](K),
(d) it(B(K)) = (itB)(K).
(d) follows because N C [A,B] C B is a connected ¿-closed subgroup and
hence from [B, p. 157] the result.
Now if x E [A,B(K)l
it(x) E [itA,itB](K) = [(ttA)(K),(ttB)(K)]
= [it(A(K)),it(B(K))l Hence there exist y E [A(K),B(K)] with it(y) = it(x).
y~xx E (Ker it)(K) = N(K) C [A(K),B(K)]; hence x = yy~xx E [A(K),
B(K)] and this yields the desired equality.
Finally, if H = [A,B] is not commutative, then let k[pXhe an almost finite ¿solution to the equality ' [H,H](K) = [H(K),H(K)]' by Proposition 4.7. Then
applying the above results to G' = G/[H,H] and using Lemma 4.8 with
L = [A(E),B(E)l E = (¿j • k6)[p]we obtain the desired results with (¿5 • k6)lp]
the almost finite ¿-solution.
V. Some final observations and examples. We make some final observations
concerning the extension of Theorem 2.4 to wider classes of linear algebraic
groups.
5.1. Nonconnected solvable groups.
Example 5.1. Let G be a linear algebraic group defined over a field ¿. The
definitions we have been using do not imply that every component of G is defined
over ¿. This, of course, is true if G is connected. It is not hard to construct
counterexamples to Theorem 2.4 using this definition of field of definition. For
example, let A C Gmbe the subgroup defined over k — Q,by:

x E A if and only if x3 = 1.
Let G — Gm- Ga, where Gmacts via multiplication. Then A(k) — A(Q) = e. But
A does not centralize B = Ga CG. Hence [A, B] is connected, contained in B,
and therefore equal to B (since it is non trivial). Then B(k) = [A,B](k) ^ e
= [A(k),B(k)] = [e,B(k)\ One may question this definition of 'defined over ¿\
An algebraic ¿-group is said to be defined over ¿, by some authors, only when
each component of G is defined over k. Using such a definition here does not
entirely remove the difficulity, however.

Example 5.2. Let G = GL^C). Let A be the subgroup of G generated by the
matrix [%]. A is finite of order 2. Let B be the subgroup of G consisting of
diagonal matrices of determinant one. G is isomorphic over Q to Gm.A • B C G
is clearly solvable and the ¿-rational points of AB are dense in AB.
A acts on B via conjugation. We compute the commutator of a typical pair
of elementsin A and B.
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Thus [A, B] is nontrivial, hence connected and equal to B{= Gm).A and B are
both defined over ¿ = Q. But [A, B](k) is not equal to [A(k), B(k)] because every
element of Q is certainly not a square.
Under suitable hypotheses Theorem 2.4 does generalize to nonconnected
solvable groups.
Theorem 53. Let G be a solvable linear algebraic group defined over the p-closed
field k. Let A and B be closed subgroups of G = AB, B normal in G. Suppose that
(a) A and B are defined over k,
(b) A and B are simultaneously triagonalizable over k, and
(c) each component of A (resp. B) contains a point rational over k.

Then[A,B](k) = [A(k),B(k)\
Proof. We shall use a reduction procedure similar to that used in the proof of
Theorem 2.4. Let V C [A,B] be a connected normal ¿-closed subgroup of G and

it: G -» G/V the quotient morphism. By Lemma 2.3, it(A°(k)) = it(A°)(k). The
hypothesis (c) implies that A/A ° consistsof ¿-rational points, because A° is defined
over k and the cosets of A" are the components of A. The map it, when restricted
to A, clearly induces a surjective ¿-morphism from A/A° to tt(A)/(it(A))°.
Consider the commutative diagram of ¿-morphisms and ¿-groups

0-

-»0

A/A°

n(A)°-

Tt(A)

n(A)l7i(A)°

■*0

If x E tt(A)(k), then p(x) is rational over ¿ (since every element of A/A" and
tt(A)/it(A)a is rational over ¿). There exists 3 E A/A° with it(a~)= p(x). Let
a E A(k) be such that v(a) = 5. Then it(a)x~x lies in the kernel of p, i.e.,
it(a)x~x E it(A)°(k). But there exists v E A°(k) such that tt(y) = it(a)x~x by

Lemma 2.3. It follows that x = it(y~xa) E it(A(k)), and this shows that it(A(k))

= <A)(k).
A similar argument shows that tt(B(k)) = it(B)(k).
[it(A)(k),it(B)(k)]

generates it([A,B])(k).

Now suppose that

Then we may apply Lemma 1.7 to it

restricted to [A, B] to conclude that [A(k),B(k)] = [A,B](k).
The point is that it will suffice to establish the theorem in quotient groups of
G by ¿-closed connected normal subgroups contained in [A, B]. We remark that
the hypotheses do in fact remain valid in quotient groups (by ¿-closed subgroups). Everything is clear except perhaps (b). To see that this remains valid
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when we pass to quotient groups we recall the well-known fact (cf. Rosenlicht,On
the definition of field of definition, Bol. Soc. Mat. Mexicana 2(1962), that a matrix
group is triagonalizable if and only if it is solvable and its commutator subgroup consists
of unipotent elements. These properties are clearly preserved under homomorphic images.
We now begin the proof. Since [A, 77]is normal in G = A ■77,[A, 77]°is normal
in G. Thus [77,[A, B]°] is connected [B, 2.3], normal, Ac-closedand contained in
[A, 77]. Passing to the quotient cf G by [77,[A, 77]°] we may thus assume that
[77,[/1,77]°] = e. Now [/1,77°] is also connected and Ac-closed.Moreover [/1,77°]
C [A, 77]°. It is normalized by A (since it is contained in (A, 77>°)and by 77since

[77,[A,B°]]C [77,[/1,77]°]= e. Thus we may also assume that [A,77°]= e. It
follows now that [A°,B°] = e also.
We consider the map a: A X B -* [A,77] given by a(a,b) = aba~lb~K Our
assumptions tell us that a(a, b) is independent of the class of a modulo A ° and
also of the class of b modulo 77°.Thus a gives a well-defined map, again denoted
o,

a:A/A°XB/B°-*[A,B].
Wehave a(a,b) = aba~xb~x, where a and b are any representatives of 5 E A/A°
and b E B/B°. By hypothesis (c) these representatives may be chosen to be
rational over Ac.It follows that the image of a consists of a finite number of Ac-

rational points rational over k. Thus [/1,77]= [A,77](Ac)
= [A(k),B(k)\ and this
completes the proof of the theorem.
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